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Greetings and best wishes to
all my fellow PVCA members!

What is the Sound a Garden
Makes?

From Joshua Brock, Director of Operations

By Magenta MaGillicutty

I wanted to take this opportunity to introduce
myself to everyone. My name is Joshua Brock
and I took over the Director of Operations position for PVCA in April of this year. Before I go any
further, I wanted to extend my deepest thanks to
my predecessor, Becky Bragg, for her guidance
and hand-holding through the transition process.
Thankfully Becky remains with us at PVCA as our
Bookkeeper and I’m still finding myself seeking
her sage words of advice often. Thanks, Becky!

Do zucchini giggle

Greetings and best wishes to all my fellow PVCA
members!

To give you all a better understanding of who I am
and my story, let’s start with where I grew up. I
was born and raised in Saint Marys, Pennsylvania,
just a few hours North in Elk County. If the phrase
“Straub Beer” jumps to mind, you would be correct. The sixth of seven children, I consider my upbringing in Saint Marys to be one of a loving and
hard working family, deep community ties and a
deep admiration for the land. My parents and two
of my brothers continue to reside there and our
hops operation is located there at the family farm. I
am an avid outdoorsman with many loves ranging
from backpacking, mountaineering, backcountry
skiing, trail running, canoeing and cycling.
I graduated from Saint Vincent College in Latrobe
in the early 90’s and spent the first decade of my
professional career working in Pittsburgh, a town I
still consider a second home. I worked in the Market Research field for both WTAE-TV and Equitable Resources before moving to Colorado in 2003.
There I continued to work in the Market Research
Continued on Page 2

Does the watermelon groan

in the half-moon’s light?

that they might grow gigantic overnight?

Does the pumpkin laugh

and the pepper whistle?

Do tomatoes scold

the encroaching thistle?

Does the stalk of brussels burst
into a lively alto

While sprouting spinach lays quiet and low?
And is it magic that they know
To be silent in dawn’s glow-

Or do the Faeries tell them so?

Garden Thoughts
By Melissa Chilcote

“Sure!” I said when Jim asked if I would adopt a
row at the Learning Garden, quickly imagining
lush interesting plants overflowing with Woody
Alan sized vegetables.
Looking at the abandoned row I wondered at my
ability to get it in shape and thought of smothering the whole thing with cardboard and grass clippings til fall, or maybe even next spring.

Imagine my happily flabbergasted state when
I arrived next time to see that the row had been
transformed by none other than Otis Pierce whose
obviously younger stronger muscles made short
Continued on Page 3
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realm, but also began a career in outdoor specialty retail with REI in
Boulder. In 2009, I returned back to Pennsylvania and moved to State
College where my wife and I and our two college aged children, Sydney
and Ryan, reside.

As some may or may not be aware, the Director of Operations position is
a part-time position. My full time job is with AccuWeather as one of two
Macintosh Systems Administrators. I dedicate approximately 20 hours
per week to my responsibilities with PVCA. Traditionally, this position
has essentially been the “go between” for PVCA and the many agencies
and organizations we partner with on projects ranging from streambank
and habitat restoration, watershed monitoring and many other projects
helping ensure our forests remain healthy and our many multi-generational farms remain prosperous. Working with our in-the-field project
managers, I help administer and track our grant award responsibilities.
I am also responsible for our various social media outlets and communicating information on upcoming events. Additionally, working with our
outstanding Board and committee members, I assist with our many educational and entertainment events including Frog Fest, Crickfest and
our participation in Centre Gives.

Prior to joining AccuWeather in March 2015, for five years prior I worked
as the Technology Coordinator for Pennsylvania Certified Organic (PCO)
in Spring Mills. Since returning to Pennsylvania in 2009, I have also been
a regular attendee at PASA’s annual “Farming for the Future Conference”.
As such, I am a true lover of Penns Valley and the many recreational,
cultural and educational opportunities it offers. It has been a true honor
to work with such an amazing organization comprised of our many incredible members and volunteers. I look forward to continuing to meet
and work with many of you either at an event like Crickfest or simply on
the streets, or in the fields and streams of the Valley.
In closing, being a life-long reader and admirer of Aldo Leopold, I leave
you with one my favorite quotes of his in the foreword of A Sand County
Almanac. I believe it genuinely and succinctly describes our mission at
PVCA.

“We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity
belonging to us.

When we see land as a community to which we belong,
we may begin to use it with love and respect.”
Aldo Leopold

Garden cont’d from page 1
work of the daunting task. I was encouraged and
felt suddenly part of something that was a group
effort- which is quite something when living as a
solo act.

Tina offered tomato plants, Brush Valley had a stevia plant and some veggies, and I had a big can of
seeds that have has been toted around for quite a
few seasons. Not much has happened in the row
lately, but I look forward to peeling off the plastic,
sowing seeds, and enjoying the remainder of our
quickly passing growing season checking out the
other rows and scheming next summer’s surprises!
It is safe to say that most of us have gardens at
home, not enough time in the day so as it is, and
think things like “learning garden?” “do I have to
teach something or be taught?” “they don’t need
my help”... the truth is our experiential, experimental, excellent community garden at the Millheim Farmer’s Market is a casual warm place to
meet people, play in the dirt, exchange ideas, feel
supported, and occasionally, when noone is there,
to find a different kind of solace than one finds in
the garden at home.

WSOV

Your Radio Station
WSOV continues to make headway, with great
music of all kinds, as well as old-time radio
drama and local storytellers. We are now able
to have a number of regularly scheduled programs and more in the works. Business sponsorship is growing slowly but steadily. With
gratitude to Nick Engle, who took the role of
General Manager in the first year, we have
transitioned to all-volunteer status, and have
created a viable budget for going forward.
WSOV will be recruiting a Community Advisory Board to refine our planning and help with
outreach. As always, we look to you, the PVCA
Community for support, programming ideas
and we’re especially hopeful that you’ll help
us begin to create dynamic environmental
programming this fall and winter!

PVCA’s Mission and Vision
PVCA serves as a steward for the natural and
cultural communities in the Upper Penns
Creek Watershed. We seek to preserve and
honor the agricultural roots of Penns Valley by protecting and conserving its waters,
farmlands, forests, and rural heritage.
PVCA envisions an engaged community, where
growth is balanced with support for healthy
natural systems that foster the local economy.
Our Valley has dark night skies, clear streams,
healthy forests, prosperous farms, and local
jobs.
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View From the Chair
By Jim Pierce

Random Acts of Kindness
Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you. Treat your neighbor like yourself.
I recently heard a talk by a rabbi who made the case
that every major religion, current and historical,
eastern western mystic and aboriginal, includes a
version of this Christian adage, not only because
it’s a good idea but because it is an essential component of civil society, what we Penns Valley-ites
call Community.

PVCA has always given emphasis to preserving
and improving our special community. The third
stool leg of Community balances our work of Conservation and Education. It is always included in
the elevator speech talking points that defines us
and distinguishes us from other conservation associations. It would be arrogant indeed to claim
that the success of the Penns Valley community is
because of PVCA, rather than understand that like
a marriage or raising children or any other long
term relationship, community requires effort and
will not flourish if neglected.
Part of the success of course is because our neighbors also take an active role in community. In early
June I bumped into Darren Narber, Director of the
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Penns Valley Youth Center. Darren was stressed
out over the fact that they had 80+ teenagers coming for two days of community service projects,
and didn’t have enough work lined up. Oh boy,
could we help with that! That was on a Thursday,
by Monday morning we had leaders and crews
organized into five projects: Lysle Sherwin and
Tom Doman led a group who worked along Muddy Creek removing tree guards and staking saplings, another group went to meet Andrea Ferich
at a recently planted riparian buffer where they
bucket brigaded a couple truckloads of mulch onto
the new plantings, four young fresh faces showed
up to help Joshua Brock move all the PVCA office
stuff out of storage (down a flight) and (up a flight)
into our new digs at the Green Drake, Jim Flanagan
spearheaded a gang of a dozen up in the Environmental Center digging and pulling invasives out
of the section that we have been maintaining for
three years now, Jennifer Tucker and I led a group
of 12 (or was it 18? It’s like counting baby chicks
in the barnyard) on an all-out weed and mulching
blitz in the Learning Garden putting the crowning
touches to turn it from a weedy mess into a transplant ready showpiece.
Here’s another example- because sometimes random acts become organized, and because this is
a sweet story leading to an exciting bit of news:

Board Members past and present John and Catherine Smith, having feet in multiple organizational
conservation pools, decided to host a Solstice Soiree at their Chicory Lane farm to bring together the
volunteer board members of Clearwater Conservancy, the Merill Lynn Conservancy, Rhoneymead
and PVCA to discuss, well, whatever we wanted to.
Plants, birds, kids, school, but most importantly the
creation of a Conservation Union and the potential collaboration of our volunteer networks were
talked about. It was a beautiful evening energized
with the good conversation by smart, progressive
people. We quickly concluded what we suspected:
that although we all do similar work we also each
have areas of focus that the others don’t have the
capacity or experience to do. Clearwater and Lynn
have successful land preservation programs that
PVCA can access for the many inquiries that we
receive from members and landowners. Rhoneymead has facilities and programs that can easily be
accessed and enriched by the Union. PVCA has experience and success in community engagement.
We have a Radio Station and an Education Director in the classrooms(!). The seeds are planted and
we are looking forward to pruning the sprouts into
healthy, deep rooted trees that will enhance the
conservation landscape for generations to come.
The soiree and youth service projects are examples

of deliberately (if not quickly) organized acts of
kindness which are impressive welcome and wonderful, but the serendipitous Penns Valley Community also owes itself to the less tangible random
acts: the Meal Trains, moving help, ride sharing,
Amish auctions and yup, even Crick-Sitting are
less tangible, more neighborly community mainstays threatened by zippy “connected” technology.
At the beginning of the summer we received an
email from Penns Valley High student, Emma Butler asking if she could do volunteer intern work for
PVCA. Of course we accepted and set up a meeting
to discuss her interests and our needs (a long list!).
I fully expected to lay out the choices and focus on
a couple that overlapped with her expectations.
Instead she agreed to most of the list. Watch for
an article in the next newsletter from Emma about
her accomplishments and experience but to summarize: Random, Kind, Wonderful!
PVCA’s Mission is to serve as a steward for the natural and cultural communities in the Upper Penns
Creek Watershed by protecting and conserving its
waters, farmlands, forests and rural heritage.

Boil that down to: working together to make our
place a better place for everyone including the next
generations. Or, Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you. Treat your neighbor like yourself. So go do something nice for someone today.
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Collaboration: One Key to Conservation Education Success
By Jim Flanagan, PVCA’s Environmental Educator
Photographs by Sabine Carey

For many of us waterways are our means of gaining balance in our lives. Some of us fish, some of us
float and some of us walk along a babbling stream
or hang out at the beach. Water has an amazing
effect on our demeanor. When I get to an ocean
beach I can feel tension relinquish to the pounding surf. Water is home. It is a place where I (and
many of us) can just be. Water has been a draw for
me since growing up on the Allegheny. Water is a
place where I learn, explore, relax and have fun…
and bring others to learn, explore, relax and have
fun.
One of the goals of the Environmental Education
Committee is to provide students (of all ages) with
experiences that get them excited about their environment and brings them to a place where they
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want to return and explore with others. How do
we as educators provide students with experiences that get them excited about their environment
and help them find a place that they want to share?
Field trips have been our primary tool to give students place-based educational opportunities.

PVCA has been fortunate to have wonderful local
partners to provide students and the community
with wonderful opportunities to experience the
outdoors and hopefully bring them to a place they
want to return. Many of you know about our partners Muddy Paws Marsh (FrogFest), Mountainside
Homestead, Chicory Lane Farm, The Community
Learning Garden, RB Winter State Park, Centred
Outdoors (ClearWater Conservancy), Pennsylvania Certified Organic FarmFest, Millbrook Marsh
and the Penn State Arboretum. Activities at these
locations have introduced students to water quality, macroinvertebrates, gardening, composting,

animal care, bird banding, land use and hopefully
to places they want to return.

Collaboration has been the key to these successes. PVCA educational activities intend to continue
these joint education adventures (which I have
written about in other newsletters) and to expand
our partnerships to provide new adventures and
learning opportunities.

One of our more recent collaborations brought
together many organizations to provide Penns
Valley 7th grade students with a comprehensive
view of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed -- from Elk
Creek to the Chesapeake Bay. These organizations
included: PVCA, Fox Gap Rod and Gun Club, USDA-NRCS, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Pheasants
Forever, Trout Unlimited (Spring Creek Chapter),
Chesapeake Conservancy, ClearWater Conservancy Susquehanna University, Habitat Forever, Chesapeake Bay Trust, NOAA and the Penns Valley Area
School District. At the Elk Creek Field Trip at Fox

Gap, these organizations joined together to create
a water and habitat assessment that engaged students in scientific studies of water quality through
fish and macroinvertebrate surveys, water chemistry, stream and riparian restoration, and upland
habitat surveys. It was quite the experience having
over 100 students go through five activity stations
and the students, teachers and educators had a
great time exploring!

Several weeks after this field trip the 7th grade
traveled to the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF)
headquarters on the Chesapeake Bay to discover
the brackish water of the Bay and compare their
experiences and findings to the freshwater of Elk
Creek. Students did a water survey, canoed one of
the brackish streams, and went on an oyster boat
to collect some samples. For many of the students
it was their first time on a boat, canoe or to the
Bay, where all the water in our region travels. They
enjoyed collecting small fish (even an American
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Eel), jellyfish and other brackish water animals
during the survey and noticed that this water did
not have the macroinvertebrates that they caught
on Elk Creek but the water was still considered
healthy. It was a special learning experience for
the students which helped them connect to the importance of healthy water in the tributaries many
miles away in their hometown. On the oyster boats
they learned that a healthy oyster population is
imperative for a healthy Bay since the oysters are
the primary filter for the Bay waters. Overall the
students were able to make connections between
the locations and understand the importance of
water quality throughout the watershed and I am
pretty sure many of the students would love to return to the Bay and share what they learned with
their families and friends. We are excited about
this multi-organization collaboration and look forward to more programs in the future.

Future Collaborations

I’d like to make a special mention of a few new collaborations:

• We are excited to partner with PASA (Pennsylvania Association of Sustainable Agriculture) for
the CrickFest education tent this year. Visitors
will learn about soils and agriculture from one of
the states best resources for agricultural sciences. This partnership stems from a collaboration
with PASA during their yearly conference where
Dan Shimp (from Mountainside Homestead) and
I have worked with their Future Farmers students
while their parents are attending workshops. We
look forward to seeing what workshop(s) they will
present at CrickFest.

• The ClearWater Conservancy sponsored a program at John and Catherine Smith’s Chicory Lane
Farm which re-invigorating our environmental
community. This event brought together environmental advocates from all areas of study— educators, scientists, technologists, social science and
law, to name a few. It also brought together four
organizations — ClearWater, PVCA, Linn Conservancy and Rhoneymeade. This get together gave
us the space where connections and conversations
could blossom into future projects and activities.
There are plans to invite the Linn Conservancy Native Plant Program for a future PVCA meeting pre8

sentation and then a Native Plant Workshop to be
housed at Rhoneymeade. Stay Tuned.

• The Penns Valley YMCA is planning on starting
a garden club and Mountainside Homestead and
PVCA will be part of the design and implementation of the garden space. This collaboration is a
continuation of PVCA educational outreach during
the PVY’s science camp week, where we organized
two of the camp days. Day one was held at Muddy Paws Marsh where we explored the habitat
with the help of ClearWater Intern Grace Billy and
day two was spent fishing in the pond and learning about the watershed (the PVY’s intern for the
week was Dustin Zettle, a PVCA Environmental
Stewardship Award recipient).

These collaborations show that in a political climate that has presented a different set of challenges there are many individuals, communities
and strong organizations continuing to strive to be
dedicated stewards of the environment -- locally,
regionally, nationally and internationally. PVCA
has been on the forefront of protecting our local
natural resources, especially water quality, since
its inception. Many of PVCA’s successful projects
have been through collaboration with landowners, other non-profits, local businesses, and government agencies. Our work will continue on and
the collaborations that are being fostered by PVCA
and others in our area are key to conservation/education success-- both now and in the future.

2018 Coldwater Heritage Partnership Conference

Showing the PVCA colors at the 2018 Coldwater Heritage Partnership (CHP) conference were:
(right to left): Jim Pierce (Board Chair), Tom Doman (Board member), and Lysle Sherwin.

PVCA has received three CHP grants for stream restoration funded by Foundation for Pennsylvania Watersheds, Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission, Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (PADCNR), and Pennsylvania Council of Trout Unlimited.
The PVCA exhibit was also displayed at the 2018 “Buffer Summit” cosponsored by PADCNR
and Western Pennsylvania Conservancy.

Crickfest Request from Team Duck Race
We are asking for donations of prizes, little things for kids of all ages. Have you any toys, books,
or games that are lightly used or slated for a yard sale? Can you help us fill up our prize tables?
Many thanks! Get a hold of duck race organizer, Cecelia Gallup via info@pennsvalley.net. Also,
might anyone have fishing nets to donate or to lend? That would be appreciated, too!
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Penns Valley Pints & Pedals - Every Wednesday
By Roy Rupert

Photographs by Debra Rittelmann

If you’ve noticed a large group of cyclists rolling
through the Valley on Wednesday evenings, it’s
the riders of Penns Valley Pedals & Pints Bike
Club. The group which started three years ago
has grown to 200 members with 30 or more riders participating each week. While I would like to
take credit for the success of this group, it goes to
each individual and what he or she enjoys about
the ride-- whether it’s the beauty of Penns Valley,
the generosity and comfort of the Elk
Creek Café, or the friendships that have
been formed among the riders.
The way the Club works is each rider
donates $3.00 towards local charities,
they receive a free beer token for the Elk
Creek Café, and ride for 15 to 20 miles.
The route is sent out to all members each
Monday using www.mapmyride.com.
The actual ride is marked out with spray
chalk. All riders can follow the route or
choose their own. The main objective
is to enjoy the ride and return safely. A
support vehicle is available each week
to assist riders and help with any breakdowns. Our aim is to respectfully share
the roadways and appreciate the patience of those traveling on our path.

Penns Valley Pedals & Pints is a non-profit, non-competitive biking club. Our goal
is to ride each Wednesday evening from
mid-May to mid-September, enjoy the
Valley, and raise money for local organizations. Groups we donate to each year
are an important part of why Penns Valley
is such a desirable place to live and visit.
Our list includes Penns Valley Conservation Association, Millheim Fire Company, East Penns Valley Library, The HOPE
Fund of Penns Valley, and the Millheim
Swimming Pool. Because of generous
donations last year, we also gifted money to Bicycles Against Poverty in Uganda,
Africa. This organization purchased four
12

bicycles to distribute to families in need. To learn
more about BAP, check out their website at www.
bicyclesagainstpoverty.org.
Some Wednesday evening when you’re in Millheim, stop by the Fire Company’s parking lot
around 5:45. You’ll find a colorful group of cyclists
prepping to ride, conversations galore, and genuinely happy folks ready for a mid-week break on
their bikes through our beautiful, peaceful valley.
Maybe you’ll be inspired to join in the fun!
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Our Membership, Our Community
From Lauren Smith and Kat Alden

PVCA is a membership-based organization,
and we are thankful for each and every individual, family and business that chooses to
support our work through annual dues. We
currently have 279 members, 39 of which
are Business Members – a new class just
launched this past year.

Our work reaches well beyond the borders
of our membership family however. PVCA
is here to support a wide-range of activities
and environmental protection. PVCA serves
as the stalwart steward of the Upper Penns
Creek watershed and all its communities.
We work to protect and conserve Penns Valley’s streams, watershed, farmland, forests,
and the heritage upon which our vibrant
rural quality of life depends. We do this by
organizing and supporting activities that
promote healthy natural systems and foster local economies. You can regularly read
about many of our programs in this quarterly newsletter.
Our membership committee works to gain
and retain members through the annual
membership drive, our spring appeal, and
various other fundraisers throughout the
year. The membership committee is getting
ready for the fall membership drive – when
we ask all members to renew their dues. We
also seek additional families, individuals and
businesses to join us, as we have an action
packed plan for our 2019 activities!
If you are not a current member of PVCA, or
know someone that would value our work,
please contact our Director of Operations
Joshua Brock at joshua@pennsvalley.net or
(814) 404-2929.

Thank You!
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Frog Festival at Muddy Paws Marsh, June, 2018
Article and photographs by Mary Kay Williams
The Eighth annual Muddy Paws Marsh Frog Festival
was held on Saturday, June 2nd. WOW….about 400
adults and children attended this exciting community
program. The program has been growing each year.
We feel it was a big success this year because PVCA
purchased a large banner about Frog Fest that was on
the barn for over a month, and the radio spots and
press releases developed by Jim Flanagan. PVCA has
been a great partner for this event providing lots of
volunteers. They also sponsor the Shaver’s Creek
Wildlife station each year. THANK YOU!
This annual event encourages attendees to learn
about and enjoy nature through art, science, and play
at hands-on learning stations. Aside from the frogs,
Dr. Jim Julian, an instructor in Biology at Penn State
is the main feature of the event. Jim shares his love
and knowledge of frogs through activities by showing
and allowing others to see tadpoles up close. He also
discusses the six frogs that are now present at Muddy

Paws Marsh: Spring Peepers, Bullfrogs, Green, Pickerel and Wood Frogs and American Toads.
There were activities available at learning stations
throughout the 25 acres of wetlands and participants
were active: painting pictures of frogs and their habitat on the Boardwalk; finding macroinvertebrates in
the stream and learning about their importance; and
finding native and pollinator plants. Even ‘Tinker’,
Jason Confer’s pet skunk made an appearance! There
was face painting and other fun activities.
Our youngest station leader, Eddie Smikins, a Penns
Valley second grader this year, developed some frog
games along with his mom, Kristen. Eddie said he is
going to attend Frog Fest ‘every year until he dies!’
With this kind of youthful enthusiasm, the best and
the brightest give us all hope for a great future!
Why does Muddy Paws Marsh offer a Frog Festival?
The festival brings community members close to nature and allows them to appreciate the importance of
frogs in our local ecosystem. According to an
amphibian website dedicated to the conservation of amphibians (www.amphibians.org),
frogs are an important indicator to our health
and well being. According to the website,
“Amphibians have been likened to canaries
in the coal mine: just as miners used sensitive
canaries to warn them of toxic gases in the
mines, amphibians might be warning us of
unsafe environmental conditions that could
eventually seriously impact our health. Their
thin skins help them drink and breathe, but
also make them susceptible to environmental
contaminants, particularly agricultural, industrial, and pharmaceutical chemicals. One
such chemical is Atrazine, the most widely
used herbicide in the US with an estimated
61 to 73 million pounds used per year during
the 1990s.” If we learn about how frogs and
other pieces of nature are important in our
‘web of life’, we will be more inclined to protect and preserve them. If you want to learn
more about amphibians—please visit the frog
log online. (www.amphibians.org/froglog).
Muddy Paws Marsh is an official Penn State
Extension Master Gardener Centre County
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site. This distinction helps us work with wonderful
volunteers and partnerships for many programs.
Thanks to our volunteers and community members
who came to learn more about and appreciate all
that nature has to offer us in Penns Valley. We have
a wonderful valley and we are grateful to PVCA
and the Master Gardener program for their belief
in environmental stewardship. All and all it was a
‘hoppin’ good time in nature!
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Centred Outdoors Returns for a Second Summer
From Dan Trew

The first summer of Centred Outdoors was a foundational year in many regards. Originally funded
by the Centre Foundation’s Centre Inspires grant, a
grant awarded to projects that aim to have a lasting
positive impact on Centre County, the ClearWater
Conservancy, with the aid of an ever-growing list
of partners, laid the groundwork for the program.
Now in its second year ClearWater is committed
to growing Centred Outdoors into a powerful force
of positive influence in the community by improving the health of our neighbors, conserving our resources, and bringing together our causes.
The first goal of Centred Outdoors is to directly
address the community health concerns of Centre County and the surrounding area. In a study
published by Mount Nittany Health they outlined
a number of key issues that face our community.
Chief among them was an increase in childhood
obesity rates and stress-related mental health issues. Numerous studies have been published, and
more come out every day, linking exposure to nature and a experiencing a sense of awe directly to
reduced stress levels and lower rates of obesity.
This sense of awe is a cornerstone to what ClearWater believes to be an important method to combat the biggest threats to our community’s health.
By stressing less and discovering more about our
bountiful natural resources Centred Outdoors is
well on its way to helping achieve that goal.

Second among the missions of the program, and
one of the primary missions of ClearWater, is the
increased conservation of our surrounding natural
resources. In volunteer driven groups like ClearWater and PVCA there exists the concept of the ladder of engagement, a progression many volunteers
experience when they start to work with an organization. Centred Outdoors offers a fun way for
people to dip their toes into events with ClearWater. A participant in a Centred Outdoors hike may
return as volunteer for a future hike, then take up a
more consistent volunteering role in the organization, and possibly become a member of the board
or influential community member. By exposing as
many people as we can to the importance of our
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natural resources we greatly increase our support in future endeavors where the strength of our
community truly becomes paramount.

It is also in that community we find other like-minded organizations and can help foster a relationship
with the non-profits that surround us. Centred Outdoors offers the unique possibility for ClearWater
to partner with a wide range of groups, from PVCA
to the Talleyrand Park Committee in Bellefonte
and everywhere in-between. A rising tide brings
up all ships and Centred Outdoors looks to drastically improve the state of our community by engaging directly with other non-profits in the area
to leverage the skills and resources of ClearWater
with those of partnering organizations.

After last year’s summer of adventure around
Centre County, Centred Outdoors has experienced
dramatic growth and influenced hundreds of participants. It is ClearWater hope and the long-term
goals of Centred Outdoors that we can continue to
rise to meet the needs of our community and work
to improve the environment we all share.

KID’S CORNER
image search

Hidden at the Coburn Tunnel
By Karl Leitzel

Find Charlie playing his guitar,
a toy truck....but not a car,
a fruit bat hanging by herself,
an elf who sits as on a shelf,
a timber rattler coiled tight,
and a rabbit that is purest white.

—>
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